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Summary

Numerical verification is undertaken for eight codes (versions of CFX,
Fluent, and codes APROS and MELCOR in a blind test applied to
Hydrogen release and stratification of relevance to Nuclear Reactor
Safety.

Description

A blind and open simulation benchmark including eight participants was
evaluated using data from the THAI test TH24.3.
During the experimental transient the steam air stratification is first
generated and then diluted by a thermal driven natural convection.
Varying concentration with height in reactor vessel is a primary output
used for comparison.
Subsequently a set of open simulations were undertaken i.e. where
practitioners were aware of the experimental data to be reproduced.
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Results

Concerning the steam stratification most of the codes were able to
predict the increase of steam concentration at the lower vessel sections
qualitatively correct as well as the build-up of the stratification in the
upper vessel section. However, the strength of the stratification, the
duration for its erosion and the associated mixture of water vapour at
lower levels lacks good prediction quality
For the closed simulations, one code was unable to reproduce main
configuration of the release cloud.
CFD results from the blind simulation were no better than those from a
lumped-parameter model.
With the open simulations, a key finding was that even with identical
codes a “user effect” – i.e. the simulation set up – of +- 20% was
apparent.
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